
Pool and SPa Program

WORRY-FREE POOLs and sPas  
Calcium Hypochlorite Pool systems

y dispensing systems for well-balanced pools, providing swimmers 
a safe and enjoyable environment

y	 Comprehensive	line	of	NSF	Certified	feeders	capable	of	handling	
pools of all sizes — from spas to several million gallon pools

y Calcium Hypochlorite tablets can be stored for up to a year while 
liquid bleach degrades rapidly, losing its effectiveness

y Patented feeder optimizes pool conditioner levels, reducing 
chlorine loss from sunlight and cyanuric acid buildup

y Program includes:

The aqua Balance™ Pool and 
spa Program from Ecolab allows 
you to focus on your business 
with the security of knowing your 
investment will be protected by 
balanced water.

AQUA BALANCE® POOL AND SPA MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

WORRY-FREE POOL & SPA MANAGEMENT
Calcium Hypochlorite Pool Systems

y Automated dispensing ensures proper water balance, providing 
swimmers a safe and enjoyable environment

y Comprehensive line of NSF Certified feeders capable of handling 
pools of all sizes — from spas to several million gallon pools

y Calcium Hypochlorite tablets can be stored for up to a year while 
liquid bleach degrades rapidly, losing its effectiveness

y Patented feeder optimizes pool conditioner levels, reducing chlorine 
loss from sunlight and cyanuric acid buildup

y Program includes:

 Automation to ensure proper water balance

 24/7 computerized monitoring

 Technical support by remote support specialist

 Personalized service and staff training

The Aqua Balance® Pool and Spa 
Management Program from Ecolab 
allows you to focus on your business 
with the security of knowing your 
investment will be protected by 
balanced water.

 automated systems for proper water balance  

	 Wireless	technology	for	real-time	insights	and	notifications

 Remote technical specialists available

 Personalized service and staff training



saFE and susTainaBLE sOLuTiOn

y Higher active chlorine content in Cal Hypo tablets (68% 
vs. 10%-12% in bleach) helps reduce chemical usage

y Lower pH of Cal Hypo tablets helps reduce acid 
consumption over bleach by 44%

y unlike trichlor, Cal Hypo contains just chlorine and no 
cyanuric acid. Many local and state codes limit cyanuric 
acid levels in water

y special scale inhibitor formulation in Cal Hypo tablets 
helps prevent scale formation and clogging of feeders
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SAFE AND SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION

 Higher active chlorine content in Cal Hypo tablets 
(68% vs. 10%-12% in bleach) helps reduce chemical usage

 Lower pH of Cal Hypo tablets helps reduce acid consumption 
over bleach by 44%

 Unlike trichlor, Cal Hypo contains just chlorine and  
no cyanuric acid. Many local and state codes limit  
cyanuric acid levels in water

 Special scale inhibitor formulation in Cal Hypo tablets 
helps prevent scale formation and clogging of feeders

Wireless technology 
for real-time insights 
and	notifications

Pool and SPa Program


